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The undesired situations we face,  

Which either brings out 

The Best out of us 

Or the worst out of us. 

 

Just like the flowers awaiting 

The Time to bloom and wither away 

Far from thorns of its own, 

I await the time to flee 

Far away to the world of wonders. 

 

Sowing the seeds of happiness 

I anticipate to reap them 

With the burning heart. 

The twiddle which chased me 

And altered me into a wild flower, 

Deadly as hell. 

 

Maturity hitting hard 

With the each devil I face 

Hoping for peace to come back. 

 

 

Little Things 

  

I'm happy with the little things 

Which happens around me. 

The hot steaming coffee we get,  

After getting home exhausted. 

The twinkle that little babies give,  

When we grin at them. 

The gratified feeling we get 

When we pour down all the miseries we feel 

To the beloved ones. 
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The calmness the nature gives, 

Which caress the stressful soul we carry 

Though we demolish it without its consent 

The warmness the sunlight gives  

With the chirping of birds as a pleasant music 

To wake us up in the morning 

The love we feel, 

When we look at the persons  

Who belong to us 

 

The temperate hug that we get 

From our real ones 

To restore our chaotic mind 

Is indeed a pure bliss to cherish 

 

Even when I'm stuck 

In this storm of worries; 

These little things matters 

Sometimes too.. 

 

 

 

*S.Sankari, born on April 12, 2002 in Madurai in the state of Tamil nadu. She does her UG 

course in Subbalakshmi Lakshmipathy College of Science in Madurai. She is the daughter of 

P. Sivakumar and S. Meenakshi, who is a creative artist and an hardcore reader. Being born 

in a traditional family, her introvert nature had paved her path in becoming a writer. She is an 

Amateur shooter who has got Silver medal in shooting. She loves to read and draw and is 

passionate in helping those who are in desperate need of it. 

 


